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Malec
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Across
1. Alec hallucinates that he is _______ with Magnus
3. Alec always thought that he would be ____ before
having a baby
4. Magnus refused to talk about his ___, which caused
issues with Alec
8. Alec almost told his parents about Magnus because
of this rune
11. “Take my hands,” Alec said. “And take my ___
too. '
12. Famous Malec quote. “You are not ______.”
14. Camille compares Alec to this person from
Magnus' past. First and last name.
18. They both like this scent
19. “You could give me the past,“ he said a little sadly.
“But Alec is my ______.”
21. Magnus' safety net in case the first date goes bad.
First and last name.
23. Jace broke this when Alec kept trying to contact
Magnus
27. Magnus should never tell Alec's parents that he is
a _______
28. “Oh, my Alec. You’ve been so ___. I didn’t know.”
29. Baby Max Lightwood is a ________
30. Alec is Magnus' first ever ________
32. Magnus never dates anyone that ____ doesn't
approve of.
34. At first Magnus thought Alec was from this family
36. Malec gets walked in by this person. First and last
name
39. Magnus tries this pet name for Alec. Alec doesnt
like it.
40. Magnus wants to get married in gold
41. When fighting together at the _____ Bar Magnus
realized that the combination of magic and Alec's
strength worked well together
42. Aku cinta kamu means

Down
2. “Guys don't let other guys keep calling other ____.
Okay that came out wrong.”
3. Camille told Alec to be _____ to keep Magnus'
attention
5. After kissing Magnus, Alec falls down the ______
6. 'You stupid _____, why else am I here?'
7. Magnus and Alec made a surprise trip back from
here for Simon's Shadowhunter ceremony
9. The restaurant for the first date was a fusion
between ____ and Italian.
10. Magnus' favorite rune of Alec's
13. Who did the asking when making a first date. First
and last name
15. ' I have no interest in the world you want or in your
doubtless repellent ____, I might add.”
16. Alec is jealous of this person when Alec finds his
snuff box
17. The shirt Magnus gives to Alec says this
20. Izzy tells this person that Magnus is a 'sexy, sexy
warlock'. First and last name
22. Alec kissed Magnus and came out while everyone
was getting the ____ rune on.
24. Alec tells Jace he fell on his _____
25. This person warmed up to Magnus and they count
each other as family, especially after the baby
26. Alec went to Magnus' apartment the first time to
_____ him
31. “We're not dating,' Alec said again. 'Oh?' Magnus
said. 'So you're just that _____ with everybody, is that
it?”
33. Magnus always calls Alec this.
35. Robert thinks Max's middle name should be
37. Do not mention page five hundred _____ to Malec
lovers
38. Catarina suggests this as a middle name for Max

